
 Here are the questions you should be asking along with our answers to those questions
Are you interested and available to work at our event?please tell us more about your event
to provide an accurate quote i would need to know your venue,length of your wedding day in hours 
from makup to the end of the night.  number of guests, number of photographers you would like 
working  if you would like videography and if you would like an album or any wall art . 
We’d like to have (x) photographers working together, is that available through your service?we can 
provide up to 4 photographers 2 assistants and 2 cinematographers for your wedding 
What would the rate be based on the timeline of x:xx to x:xx (approximately x hours)? Our 
packages are customizable from 5 to 12 hours 
Would it be possible to adjust or split the rate if we did not need the second photographer for the 
full x hrs?our second photographers normally only shoot for the first 5 hours unless circumstances 
dictate them shooting longer
Will we have full access (preferably digital) and rights to print photos afterwards? Yes you will 
receive digitals with a full print release and the option to puchase high quality wall art and albums 
What does your rate include (IE. engagement shoot, prints, travel)? Our normal package rates 
include an engagement session and the items stipulated in that package and the first 60 miles of 
round trip travel 
Is there anything specifically not included? Extra travel beyond 60 miles round trip is not included 
Are your familiar with either or both of our ceremony site and venue? -i have been shooting 
weddings professionally for 18 + years and I am familiar with may venues and If I havnt seen your 
venue specifically im sure I have seen a few with the same photographic challenges
How will you work with the cinematographers for our event? If they are our cinematographers we 
work together like a choreographed dance. If they are from another company it can be a challenge 
to stay out of one anothers shot
How long have you be doing this professionally? I started shooting weddings professionally in 2002 
About how many weddings have you done? On average 20-40 weddings a year
What equipment do you have at your disposal? I own 9  full frame cameras 8 nikons and 1 sony to 
be used for videography along with a ronin s gimbal for stable video and a mavic 2 pro done for 
aerial video imaging we also own about 15 full format lenses for use with our cameras 
Do you have back up equipment? Yes I have backups for my backups 
What happens if you are late or unable to make it to our event? I have multiple backup 
photographers and will make my best effort to have your day covered. in my 19 years i have worked  
through many phyicial hardships and never missed a wedding. 
What is your contingency plan? My plan is to have another team member fulfill the contract to 
completion. 
do you shoot onto dual cards? I always shoot onto 2 cards at a time both in raw format so that there 
is a perfect high quality  instant backup of every shot taken 
how do you back up your work at the wedding? With dual cards
How many copies of our images will you keep? I will keep 3 copies of each image
How many different locations will you store them in ? At least 2 different locations
Do you have a 1 million dollar general liability insurance policy? Yes we do 
Are you connected with, or do package deals including, videography? We do have videographers 
and the packages that we offer are meant to be used to go hand in hand together to ensure that your 
day is fully covered
what is your turn around time for wedding photos ?expect sneak peeks for social media use within 
24 hours and final edits within 3-6 weeks 
what is your turn around time for video ? Our standard video turnaround is 60 days




